Homepage: http://cms6.revize.com/revize/bardstownky/

Hannah’s top 9 list
1. More control of contact panel: use more less information without leaving empty boxes
2. *We've had some issues editing text in the center areas of Freeform pages. For example,
once you turn text into a Subheader, you can't turn it back into normal paragraph style
unless you manually change it in the html panel. We also ran into issues trying to change
the color of the text. After highlighting all the text and changing the color, only certain
words and sentences were actually changed. Again, I had to manually change the color in
the html panel. Any ideas on what's going on with that?
(text changing from a subheader to a regular format it will not change0
(changing colors in editor is not completely working)

3. (TEXTWRAP) *We added quite a bit of text to the "Mayor's Message" on our homepage. Is
there a way to add a text wrap to this so it doesn't look like there's not so much space
above our mayor's head? http://cms6.revize.com/revize/bardstownky/
4. *Nahom, our systems engineer, originally wanted to host the site ourselves but now is
hoping that we can go ahead and launch the site on your servers and then transition to
hosting ourselves within a year. Just wanted to give a heads up on this, and make sure we
wouldn't run into any issues down the road. (I think Ednan addressed this one???)
5. On our top navigation, there are menu category headings in yellow and the subcategories
are in white. All of the yellow headings are currently linked to pages, but we
would like to be able to make some of them just text with no link. Do you know
how this can be accomplished?
6. Our calendar events (spacing?) end up taking up the same amount of horizontal space
on our homepage regardless of the length of the event title?
7. On our homepage we have a list of icons representing our departments - the first
department "Administration" when hovered over cuts off the first part of the name.
8. FAQ pages aren't responsive (Devin fixed)
9. Search bar at the bottom of our pages is working as expected
10. “CITY COUNSEL” not the right size, she would like the spaces set the same at all time
11. The 6 boxes are not tightly aligned,
12. Ednan or someone needs to enable http://support.revize.com/issues/26418
13. Box for extensions for directory, can only do 10 digits at this time

She wanted to know if the “yellow” pages had to have a page or could they be words…no pages.

